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Share our passion for furniture!
A short introduction
The history of HIGOLD as a company goes back to 1989. From the nineties
the company developed itself to a reliable manufacturer of kitchen
hardware. From 2011 we may call ourselves a leading brand in China. In
2005 we decided to expand our business activities with furniture, to be
precise top quality outdoor furniture. First under private label, later on we
decided to launch and build our own brand HIGOLD excellent outdoor.
A brand with a mission
That is for sure. We like to inspire the luxury outdoor market with our
brand and prove our promise: live the excellent life. Not only in China, but
all over the world. Therefore we launched HIGOLD excellent outdoor shop
in Europe at the first quarter of 2014 and started launching the brand with
one of our partners in the Netherlands. From here we have connected
various enthusiastic agents, dealers and retailers and we are building the
brand. At the moment we are active in Holland, Germany, Spain, Portugal,
Italy, Switzerland, Belgium, USA and Qatar. In these countries famous
hospitality brands like Hilton, Sheraton and Jade Beach have already met
the brand and gave their terrace the right ambiance with one or more
HIGOLD models.
Our ambition
All together the HIGOLD business activities have led to a very promising
turnover. A result that we are absolutely proud of. But we are ambitious
and are ready for our next step. In terms of our collection and in terms
of expanding to additional countries. To start with Northern America. To
handle this growth ambition we have just finished building a complete new
sustainable factory. Wherefore we obtained all relevant certificates. The
building not only has a great look, but also guarantees the best working
conditions.
Our collection strategy
We believe that design makes a difference. The fact that we have won the
prestigious international Red Dot award in 2014 and 2016, for our Shenzhou
X series and Icook collection, emphasizes that. From that point of view we
have attracted top designer Nicolas Thomkins to work with the HIGOLD
outdoor collection. He is worldwide known and famous for his original
signature, iconic designs & functional furniture and is also a Red Dot award
winner. In 2016, Pininfarina Extra started to work with us in designing our
new head office and also furniture, which sets a benchmark in Higold’s
history.

Sincerely,

Founder & President of the HIGOLD group
Mr. Alwin Ou
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Unique Features
The overall forms are reminiscent of the great China spacecraft while also
creating comfortable outdoor living structures.
Emphasis and exposure of the internal aluminium structure provides a
sense of security to the user, it also creates a distinctive visual aesthetic.
Heavy duty aluminum frames provide a strong and secure structure. High
quality woven wicker provides a strong solid structure and allows the users
to trust fully in the end product
Ability to be stacked into complete units allows an attractive structure
when not in use and makes the pieces efficient for storage.
The unit can be used as a single enclosed day bed or the units can be
separated to create two open sofas with a separate coffee table and
small lounger. The complete unit has the ability to be stacked for efficient
transportation purposes and also to maintain space and create unique
structures when the pieces are not in use.
The collection offers a full suite to satisfy every outdoor relaxation
requirement, form sleeping to eating to swinging. The user is fully equipped
to fully enhance and enjoy their outdoor living environments to the fullest.
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A Dreamer in Space Exploration, Exploring
the Secret of Nature
The inspiration of Shenzhou X comes from Shenzhou X spacecraft and its
re-entry module. The design combines the idea of wide light brown wicker
and exposed white coating color, which makes the frame clean and simple.
Floating across the clouds, Shenzhou X is more like a sacred auto and lead
people to a future outdoor lifestyle. Hung from ceiling, seen to be taking off
into the sky, the openness and freedom naturally generates a different kind
of beauty.
The unique design of Shenzhou X allows numerous configuration setups, in storage and in use. It is designed to be easily assembled and set
up. The design has a special locking feature to hold the pieces securely
together when in the stacked configuration. Top quality wicker, teakwood
and fabrics withhold the ability to withstand outdoor conditions. When
assembled, on the top you can find the coffee table and next to the coffee
table is the upper weaving cover which can become a separate daybed by
combining with the footstool. This completely demonstrates the idea of
space-enviromental protection. It runs over with warmness and sweetness
when the sunshine goes accross the wickers.
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Heavy duty aluminum frames provide a
strong and secure structure. High quality
woven wicker provides a strong solid
structure and allows the users to trust
fully in the end product
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Emphasis and exposure of the internal
aluminum structure provides a sense
of security to the user, it also creates a
distinctive visual aesthetic.
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Outdoor Furniture Collection
SHENZHOU X

202625
Single Sofa

202631
Double Sofa

202622
Middle Corner Sofa

202623
Right Corner Sofa

Size：915x1050x910mm

Size：930x1990x910mm

Size：860x1900x850mm

Size：860x1425x765mm

202684
Coffee Table

202696
Cushion Box

202681
Coffee Table

202613
Dining Chair

Size：1100x600x360mm

Size：D910x720mm

Size：D930x370mm

Size：620x635x840mm

202611
Single Chair

202612
Single Chair (with hole)

202672
Dining Table

202671
Dining Table

Size：750x730x670mm

Size：700x730x670mm

Size：D1100x780mm

Size：2000x1000x780mm

202683
Coffee Table

202691
Bed A

202637
Hanging Chair

202636
Hanging Chair

Size：580x360mm

Size：1880x1880x1110mm

Size：1120x1050x1970mm

Size：1120x1050x1970mm

202692
Bed B

202621
Left Corner Sofa

202699
Screen

202651
Lounge

202627
Hanging Sofa

Size：1650x1750x1140mm

Size：860x1425x765mm

Size：38x1800x1610mm

Size：2100x755x570mm

Size：925x1050x695mm
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Shenzhou X Combinations

2026490

2026430

2026440

2026430

2026460

2026480

2026180(incl. 4 chairs + 1 table)

202690

202620
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